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NHL Drives App Revenue through Targeted
In-App Messaging Campaigns
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drive mobile revenue and bring hockey to more fans.

The Solution: Localytics
Using Localytics’ app marketing and analytics platform, the NHL is able to
reach the right users with offers that drive NHL GameCenter LIVE™
subscriptions and app revenue. The NHL sends branded in-app messaging
campaigns targeted to users based on information they track through
Localytics Profiles: NHL GameCenter LIVE™ subscription status, country, and
favorite team.
“Localytics is the only platform that offers truly data-driven app marketing.
In every campaign we test elements like copy, button color, and images to
figure out what converts best and make the next campaign even better.
Thanks to Localytics, we’re executing better campaigns, driving revenue,
and making sure fans never miss a game,” said Matt Restivo, NHL Director
of Product Development.
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In one in-app messaging campaign, the NHL executed an A/B test of two call
to action buttons: version A read “Learn More” and version B read “Buy Now.”
The winning CTA was “Buy Now” with 43% greater clicks and 50% greater
conversions.
By leveraging user data to send targeted messages, testing messaging creative, and carefully tracking
performance data to learn from each campaign, the NHL has been able to meet its app goals. Looking
forward, the NHL plans to leverage Localytics Profiles and in-app behavior data to deliver relevant content
recommendations to people in the app and better serve hockey fans around the world.

Learn how more of the world’s leading apps use Localytics to grow
and engage users across the lifecycle on our Customer Stories page.

